Your home, as new.
It’s that simple!
Planning a renovation? Settling into a new place?
Or maybe you just need a change?
With Vilo products you can change your place on your own:
affordable, quick and easy. And the effects will be unique.
Think about how much will change when you start with the
walls. Wood? Concrete? Brick? Now it is possible!
Decorative wall Motivo will allow you to easily get the desired
effect. It is not only easy to install and trouble-free to use,
but above it all will make your home really beautiful.
Just take a look.
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Start with the wall

Pick the best option for you

No more hardships for wallpapering, plastering or painting - just stick Motivo panels to the wall.
Intuitive installation and a huge range of patterns will let you adjust the room as you wish.
The effects will surprise you!

Motivo wall is available in a wide range of patterns for everyone to make their ideas come true.
In this catalogue we are presenting 128 decors divided into three collections – Modern, Classic and Fun.
The decorative wall is built from light panels 265 cm long. The panels differ in width and their number in
a package. We created special pictograms describing the rules of pattern composition to help you orient
in our broad offer. Choose the best option for you.

Enjoy your renovation with Vilo. Our wall is water-resistant and easy to clean, which is why it perfectly
passes the exam in the kitchen, bathroom or hallway. Thanks to its durability it will serve you for years.
Motivo is a DIY product, so anyone can install it without construction team. The assembly is so simple
that it quickly turns into fun with family or friends. Motivo is a wall perfect for everyone looking for
interesting patterns at a reasonable price.

This pictogram means that in the package are 4 panels
with a width of 25 cm. You need 4 panels to create a full pattern.

Decors marked with this pictogram are 33 cm wide. There are 3 panels
in the package. All 3 panels are needed to create a full pattern.

In this case, each of 4 panels having a width of 25 cm is the same,
i.e. the pattern is repeatable.

This pictogram indicates that the package contains
3 panels with a width of 33 cm. Each panel is the same,
i.e. the pattern is repeatable.
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Modern Collection
For practical people who follow the latest trends
Want to be up-to-date? The Modern Collection was designed
just for you. A combination of toned-down colours and bold
textures will help you achieve a fashionable look. Adjust your
rooms to yourself with a broad range of motives – inspired by
traditional materials and artistic fantasy.
Modernity has many faces.
You are never bored at home

Inspiration is everywhere
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Motivo Modern

Decors

Make your room cosy! Choose from a number of decorative
wall panels from the Motivo series inspired by natural wood.
The colours on offer will warm your space. They are also
extremely versatile — they will suit any room.

Light Wood

Blue Plank

Quick change
Assembling Motivo panels is quick and simple.
Moreover, the process isn’t messy and you can use
the interiors immediately after completing the work.

Sunny Plank
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Motivo Modern

Decors

White Plank

Grey Wood

Snowy Plank

Carmel Wood

Natural Plank

Nutmeg Wood

Bamboo Natural

Selva

Coffee Wood
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Motivo Modern

Decors

White or red? We know how good they look. In recent years, bricks
became very trendy in interior design. With Motivo panels you can
finally have them in your home. The brick pattern is ideal for many
areas, clearly defining their character.

Old Brick

Loft Brick

Red Brick

Impressive structure
Selected Motivo panels have a distinct texture,
which interacts with the light, making the patterns
look very natural.

Ornament Brick
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White Brick

Street Brick
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Motivo Modern

Decors

Concrete Rays

Concrete Dark

Concrete Graphic

Sheer

Dusky

Askot Grey

Easy assemble with adhesive
UE
GL

Concrete Forest
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Concrete Decor

Are you looking for simple solutions? Motivo panels
are very light, making them easy to mount directly
onto walls using adhesive.

Concrete Pearl
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Motivo Modern

Decors

Wave Stripes

Black Stripes

Concrete Stripes

Anthracite Tiles

Graphite Tiles

Silver Tiles

Anthracite
Decor Tiles

Graphite
Decor Tiles

Silver Decor
Tiles
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Motivo Modern

Decors

Piedra

Piedra Pastello

Trace

Hexacube

Patchwork

Orient

Rusty Concerete

Corteen

Concrete Mash
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Newspaper

Fabric City

Brown Slate
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Motivo Modern

Decors

Canvas Sky

Canvas Cool

Canvas Warm

Daisy

Mirage

Whitewash Wood

Mikado Style

Silver Lines

Draft
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Classic is always trendy

Classic Collection
For people, who seek comfort and peace in their space.

If you appreciate comfortable style and timeless design this is the
collection for you. Classic choice of colours and textures will allow
you to arrange your rooms to be both stylish and harmonious.
Warm colours and inspiration coming from nature will help you to
establish a cosy mood there.

You can change your home
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Motivo Classic

Decors

Think about what kind of classics you like best, and then
choose the right theme and colour. If you select wood,
please note that its type and colour may really change your
interiors. Natural brown will make them warmer, wheres
shades of grey will give them fresher look.

Ashy Wood

Stave Wood

Rosewood

Birch

Antique Wood

Toffy Wood

Narrow Brick
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Motivo Classic

Decors

Warm Scotch

Green Scotch

Cherry Scotch

Larix Light

Larix Carmel

Natural Wood

GUARAN

E
TE

Y

EA

Larix Decor
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Larix Dark

RS

5-year guarantee
Expect the best! Motivo panels have parameters that
make the wall stable and durable, meaning that you
can enjoy it for many years. We are sure of this.

Cross Line
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Motivo Classic

Decors

Arrange your home starting at the entrance! When planning
your refurbishment, don’t forget the corridor because you know
how important first impressions are. Select suitable colours
and patterns for your decorative wall. The range of our
light – coloured decors will enlighten the interior giving it
a classic touch.

Reclaimed Wood

Flower Tiles

Lace Grey

Sandstone Tiles

Rusty Brick

Narrow Brick

Old Wood
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Motivo Classic

Decors

Smoky Wood

Arctic Wood

Cord

Light Brown Wood

Desert Wave

Warm Fabric

Light Felt

Grey Felt

Grey Linen
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Motivo Classic

Decors

Carrara Marble

Winter Marble

Grey Marble

Carrara Tiles

Carrara Decor

Trecento Carrara

Waterproof
Do you want to arrange your kitchen or
bathroom? Motivo offers moisture resistance
and ease of cleaning, required in areas exposed
to water.

Marble Mosaic
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Colour Cubes

Twine Grey
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Motivo Classic

Decors

Ornament Tiles

Biscuit Marble

Brown Marble

Misty Marble

Beige Marble

Honey Marble

Graphite

Onyx

Antique Grey
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Motivo Classic

Decors

Marmino Beige

Marmino Blue

Marmino Green

Greco Beige

Trecento Warm

Terra Italia

Andalusia Granada

Caffe Espresso

Warm Concrete
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Catch the moment!

Fun Collection
For individualists at every age

Express yourself

You need freedom of expression? You can express yourself with
your space. This is why we created the Fun collection – original,
diverse, full of strong motives and bold colours. Express yourself!
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Motivo Fun

Decors

You like diversity? Let yourself go crazy! Use various patterns
in every room. Plant motives will tastefully give new life to your
dining room, flamingos will settle in the bedroom and brick
pattern will positively change your living room.

Jungle

Cartoon City

Colour Wood
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Fun Wood

Fun Brick
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Motivo Fun

Decors

Pink Flaming

Delta Green

Delta Fun

Pinky

Painted Flaming

Are you looking for inspiration?
Check out our products in many design
arrangements at www.vilohome.com

Geo Cubes
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Jeans

City
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Motivo

Finishing trims

You’ve already found a pattern
for you? To achieve the perfect result use one
of our finishing trims.

Dedicated trims Vilo B1-B5
These types of trims are dedicated to a specific
application when assembling Motivo walls,
e.g. connecting with the ceiling. Choose the trim with
the colour most suitable to the colour of panels.

Universal finishing trim Vilo B6
Thanks to its construction, self-adhesive trim B6 has
universal usage. This trim is perfect to connect panels with
each other (e.g. corners) or with a wall (finishings). The width
of a trim is 34 mm. Big range of colours helps to match the
trim with the selected Motivo decor.

B1

B 602

External angle

12

B2

B 603

B 604

White

m

m

B2

Universal trim U

New dimensions - thanks to thinner trims the finishing
of your decorative wall is even more delicate

12 mm

B3
B 601

B1

B3

Joint

Pine

24 mm

B 605

B 606

B 607

B 608

Light brown

Birch

B4

B4 Top edge
finishing trim
B 609

B 615

B 616

B 617

Olive

Mocca

B 618

B 619

B 620

B 621

Grey

Graphite

(only in white)

B5

Internal angle
B5

New colours - allow you to perfectly match
the trim to Motive decors

Sand

Green bottle
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Beige

Mint

12

m

m
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Motivo

Installation guide

You have chosen Motivo decorative wall? Now you just have to install it.
You can achieve the desired effect in two ways. It is really easy!

Also, remember the rules of installing panels. Pay attention to the pattern
composition on your decorative wall.

Installation using an adhesive
If the walls are even, choose quick installation with
adhesive directly on the wall:
1. Use assembly adhesive for inside applications (you
can buy at any DIY store).
2. Apply the adhesive on the panels making the “S” shape
and fix the panel to the wall with its tongue on the left
side.
3. Hold the panel for several seconds, then install next
panel.

For most decors the pattern is compiled of 3 or 4 panels.
Check if the panels have numbers printed on the backside:

Installation on a frame
In case of uneven wall you first have to even the
installation surface by building a wooden frame
(detailed manual can be found here -> www.vilohome.
com):
1. Install the trims of the frames perpendicularly to
the placement of the panels (if you place the panels
vertically, the trims should be attached horizontally).
2. The easiest way to attach the panels to the frame is
with a tacker. Attach them on the right side, behind
the slot.

Regardless of the installation method it is important to place the panels in order from left to right. A single panel
should be attached to the wall and the subsequent one should be placed with its tongue in the slot of the previous
one. Look at the panels in both widths.

Panels marked with numbers
During the installation, attach the panels
in proper order (1, 2, 3,…).

1

2

3

4

1

2

Panels are not numbered
The panels may be installed in any order.

3

Groove
Tongue

Still not sure?
25
265 cm

cm

265 cm

m

c
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If you’re not certain how to mount
the Motivo system, just visit our website
at www.vilohome.com. There you
will find video and installation guidelines
for our walls.

All colours shown in this publication are only sample colors and should not be considered as original ones.
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